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FMCG Survey Summary
Smetric Insights surveyed 40 New Zealand FMCG businesses on the challenges facing their business, the data sources they used,
how they met their needs and how they used data analysis to improve their performance. The key insights from the survey are
summarised here.
For more information and to discuss how we can help you turn data into insights into answers contact us at info@smetric.co.nz

The main challenges facing
business are diversification of
products and customers (50%
rated as significant) and
increasing complexity of
inventory and supply chain
(38% rated as significant)

The most important data
sources are sales forecasting
and inventory management,
and these data sources are
rated as meeting business
needs very well or well

Better analysis to focus on
important items was rated as
the most important business
need that was missing, followed
by keeping data up to date and
actionable.

Predicting customer purchase
trends and understanding
consumer sentiments were
rated as the most important
way that data analysis could
reshape respondent’s business,
followed by Streamlining
operational efficiency.

Price and promotion and
marketing effectiveness are
also important but these data
sources do not meet business
needs as well.

Who we surveyed
40 New
Zealand FMCG
Businesses

Business Turnover

38%
29%

< $5m

$5m - $10m

17%

$10m - $20m

$20m +

Business Type

Business Category
Other, 32%

17%

Snacks &
Confectionery,
40%

Food service

8%

Grower/ fisher

8%

E-Commerce
Retailer

Health &
beauty,
12%
Beverages,
Frozen, 8%
16%
Fresh produce, 12%

Distributor / Wholesaler
Manufacturer / processor

17%
13%
42%
75%

Challenges facing business
We asked what are the challenges facing your business, and how important they are. The diversification of
products, customers and increasing complexity of inventory and supply chain management were rated as
the most significant overall.

How significant are these challenges to your business?
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Slightly

Not at All

60%
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Diversification – more Growing range of
More regulations and
More complex
Increasing
health and dietary
controls to meet
complications of
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distribution channels
variants/customer
– especially e
concerns (allergies,
inventory and supply
segments –
commerce
veganism etc)
chain management
customization and
personalisation

Sources of data
We asked what sources of data were used in managing business and how important they are.
Sales forecasting and inventory management systems were rated the most critical or important; followed by price and promotion analysis.
Inventory Management systems performed the best, with 68% of respondents stating these met business needs very well or quite well. There is
a gap between the performance of these data sources and retail data, price and promotions and marketing effectiveness, with these only
meeting needs well or very well at 59%.
Which data sources are critical or important?

Which data sources meet your needs well or very
well?
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How well do these data sources meet your needs?

How important are different data sources?
Critical

Price and
promotion
analysis

Marketing Retail data – CRM system Consumer Supply chain
Scan data,
and
sentiment
analytics
advertising
research and
Nielsen,
Other
effectiveness
tracking
monitoring

Inventory
management
system

Quite well

Price and
promotion
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Not very well
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Not at all
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Nielsen, Other

N/A

Consumer
sentiment
research and
tracking

Supply chain
analytics

What is missing?
We asked respondents to rank what was missing or what they needed, in order of importance.
35% of respondents ranked better analysis of data to focus on important items as being of most importance, followed by 17%
needing more time to analyse data. Keeping data up to date and actionable was ranked as second most important by 37.5%
of respondents. Better tools to analyse and present the data was in the top 2 ranking of importance for 39% of respondents.
More data to fill gaps was rated as least important or not applicable.
Order of importance

Order of importance

% with 1 or 2 importance ranking
0.00%
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Detailed Ranking of Importance
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How will data analysis reshape
your business?
We asked how important were the ways in which data analysis could be used to reshape business.
Understanding customers rated highly with 52% of respondents rating Predicting customer purchase trends and 42%
rating Understanding Customer Sentiments as Very important.
Operational Efficiency was also very important with 90% of respondents rating this as Very Important or Quite
Important.
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N/A
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